Well Played
The Origins and Future
of Playfulness
s
Gwen Gordon
In this article, the author synthesizes research from several disciplines to shed light
on play’s central role in healthy development. Gordon builds on research in attachment theory that correlates secure attachment in infancy with adult well-being to
demonstrate how playfulness might be a lifelong outcome of secure attachment
and a primary factor in well-being. She discusses infants enacting the two primary
attachment behaviors, attachment and exploration, as protosocial and exploratory
play, then shows how these form a foundation for lifelong play and development.
She reviews several metaphors for world views that arise from different attachment
styles and endure throughout life in ways she claims either enhance or inhibit playfulness. She explores the notion that adults can earn secure attachment through
attuned play and restore what she sees as their innate playfulness and well-being.
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Even though scholars first began taking play seriously nearly a century
ago, the majority of scientists studying health and well-being have largely ignored
the field. Because the study of well-being encompasses the social, economic,
psychological, spiritual, and physical state (in other words, the overall condition
of an individual or group), the absence of play is a serious omission.
This omission becomes even more striking when we consider how much
careful research exists establishing the many and varied benefits of play. Natural
scientists have identified numerous adaptive advantages for play that include
training for the unexpected (Spinka, Newberry, and Bekoff 2001), skills for
cooperation (Spinka et al. 2001), and the ability to interpret ambiguous social
cues (Pellis 2010; Spinka et al. 2001). In addition, social scientists have identified a host of affective, cognitive, social, and motor capacities that accompany
play, including the ability to find meaning in experiences, or meaning making
(Bruner 1990); metacommunication, or communication about communication
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(Bateson 1976); affect-regulation, or emotional stability (Berk, Mann, and Ogan
2006; Vygotsky 1986); self-transformation, or flexible identity and the ability
to pretend (Garvey 1977; Schwartzman 1978); symbolic representation (Piaget
1962); the ability to communicate coherent narratives (Nicolopoulou 2005);
the ability to be a peaceful, productive member of community (Sutton-Smith
1997); the social competence it takes to get along with others (Connolly and
Doyle 1984); divergent thinking (Baer 1993); the ability to express oneself creatively (Singer and Singer 1998); and even the origin of culture itself (Huizinga
1955; Winnicott 1972).
Yet, despite these impressive credentials, play remains on the margins of
the broader professional discourse about health and well-being and, as a result,
has remained widely unappreciated, drastically underfunded, and tragically
underprioritized. There are many reasons for this situation. Although Western
science has been studying well-being since Aristotle first reflected on “the good
life” over twenty-five hundred years ago, the topic of play emerged as a serious
focus of study only in the last century (Huizinga 1955). As ubiquitous as play
is, it remains notoriously difficult to define and although an effective working
definition for play behavior does exist (Burghardt 2001, 2005, 2010b), it has yet
to be applied very broadly. Because there are so many varied forms of play, it is
also difficult to isolate play as a discrete activity with specific and measurable
outcomes. For example, while physical activity, social interaction, and creativity
can all be aspects of play, they can also be studied separately and not necessarily under the rubric of play. Hence, we can easily miss the significance of play.
In an attempt to bring an understanding and appreciation of play’s contribution to well-being to the front of play science and more fully into the
discourse on well-being itself, I seek, in this article, to synthesize and build on
well-established research on well-being from several disciplines. The field of
positive psychology, which studies positive, adaptive, creative, and emotionally fulfilling aspects of human behavior, serves as my point of departure. This
approach leads into a developmental inquiry about the origins of happiness
and well-being framed by “attachment theory,” a theory of human development
based on the quality of the bond between child and care giver. The field of neuroscience provides further insights, and this synthesis with attachment theory
might not only help reveal the central role of play in healthy development but
also highlight distinctions within the conception of play that enable us to integrate it even more fully with an enriched understanding of well-being. Insights
into play’s critical role in the earliest years of development might, in turn, show
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how play supports human development not only up to but through adulthood.
By situating play more prominently within the discourse on well-being, I hope
to bolster the case for supporting play research, prioritizing it in schools, and
promoting policies and education that supports healthy attachment.

Well-being
Ever since Aristotle and Plato first sought to define “the good life,” a full appreciation of well-being has been the Holy Grail for philosophers and scientists
alike; and, ever since, well-being research has also been pursued along several
different lines. Broadly speaking, scientists and philosophers suggest happiness has two primary aspects: hedonia and eudaimonia. Aristotle used the term
eudaimonia to describe the highest of all human good and the realization of
one’s true potential. On the other hand, hedonia, a term Epicurus used, corresponds to the contemporary interest in happiness, positive affect, and feeling
good. Contemporary psychologists generally refer to these two conceptions of
well-being as pleasure and meaning respectively. Current conceptualizations of
well-being typically fall within these two categories.
Researchers in the field also tend to diverge in their approach (empirical
vs. theoretical), measures (objective vs. subjective), and definition (the prevalence of positive attributes vs. the absence of negative conditions). Despite these
divisions, however, some notable areas of consensus emerge. Researchers widely
agree that well-being encompasses social, mental, and emotional health (Statham and Chase 2010) and that the single most important factor responsible for
well-being is the presence of supportive relationships (Berscheid 2003). In fact,
numerous studies indicate that virtually every measure of health is improved by
access to close social relationships and rich social networks (Beals, Peplau, and
Gable 2009; Cohen and Janicki-Deverts 2009; Gallagher and Vella-Brodrick 2008;
Holt-Lunstad, Smith, and Layton 2010; Simpson et al. 2003). Simply put, according to research in several disciplines, the quality of individuals’ lives depends
on their relationships. Social disconnection and isolation for individuals of all
ages marks one of the biggest stressors causing pathology and disease (Schore
1994; Siegel 2010).
In addition, researchers generally agree a predisposition for happiness plays
a critical role in well-being (Keyes, Shmotkin, and Ryff 2002). Psychologists
studying positive emotions have observed that individuals maintain a relatively
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stable degree of happiness throughout life, reverting to that state even after experiencing powerful emotional events like winning the lottery or losing a loved
one. These positive psychologists call this emotional baseline the “happiness set
point” (Diener 2000; Lykken 1999).
Research shows that the happiness set point is one of the strongest predictors of not just well-being but of overall success (Diener and Diener 1996,
Lyubormirsky, King, and Diener 2005). This is partly the case because a high
happiness set point (chronic happiness) is a cause and an effect of numerous
other conditions that contribute to well-being and, so most believe, indicate
success. These conditions include marriage, financial security, satisfying work,
and a particularly strong network of supportive relationships. Research shows
that strong social bonds and chronic happiness consistently correspond to key
factors in social, emotional, and mental health.
If social relationships are the primary key to well-being and a high happiness set point confers social advantages, it would seem that the set point is the
primary determinant of happiness. If the set point is so critical to well-being,
we might very well wonder: what causes a high happiness set point? And, more
importantly, how can we get one? Based on studies with twins, scientists have
concluded that variations between individuals result from a combination of
genetic endowment and personality predispositions affected only slightly by
an individual’s social environments (Lykken 1999). Science writer Matt Ridley
(2003) sums up this interaction as “nature via nurture.” From this perspective,
individuals seem to be born with their set point, which can be nourished or
diminished by life experience, especially by traumas.
But without the intervention of extreme circumstances, can it be that temperament is really destiny? In the last ten years, neuroscientists have begun to
tell us no. Their conclusion rests on insights into the basic knowledge of brain
structure and function that has vastly expanded in the last decade due largely
to breakthroughs in brain-imaging technologies. The incorporation of neuroscience into the developmental sciences now enables more complex and heuristic
models of human development that have moved beyond the simple dichotomies commonly posed between attitude, experience, and biology to enable us
to understand how all factors interact. These developments have revealed that
genetic potential does not exist in a vacuum; it unfolds through experience
(Kandel 1998; Post and Weiss 1997).
One of the most significant findings of the last decade of developmental
neuroscience research suggests that the infant brain “is designed to be molded
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by the environment it encounters” (Thomas et al. 1997, 209). This environment
is intensely social and defined by the interactions between the infant and her
primary care givers (Schore 1994, 1999). The experiences that play the biggest
role in shaping an infant’s growing brain involve the primary care giver in the
first years of life.
Whatever potential we may have when we come into the world, the socioemotional environment of our earliest relationships forms the soil in which this
potential either blossoms or withers. But while the quality of this soil may be
critical, research now shows that no matter how inhospitable the environment
might be, these conditions do not constitute a life sentence. Even if a child does
not grow up in an enriched environment that leads to optimal development, we
have many reasons to be hopeful. We now know that the brain never stops growing. It remains plastic, open to change in response to experience, throughout
life (Barbas 1995; Benes 1998). The brain’s neuroplasticity means we can change
our minds, change even those qualities previously considered to be inborn personality traits. So whatever we bring into the world from the womb, the means
of adult happiness may ultimately remain in our hands.
Yet, as encouraging as these findings might be, they in no way decrease the
importance of the first years of life in establishing patterns of neuronal growth
that shape the mind and become the foundation of the self. Play research has
also benefitted from brain-imaging technologies and has begun to look at the
role of play in healthy brain development. Findings from research on roughand-tumble play in rats strongly suggest that such play in childhood is critical to
the development of foundational social skills in children (Panksepp 2007; Pellis
2010). While these findings apply to children old enough for rough-and-tumble
play, there is now evidence that play affects healthy development as soon as the
infant is born. In this article, I explore connections between a baby’s first play
and what positive psychologists regard as the predetermined personality traits
most conducive to the good life.

Development
Psychologists since Sigmund Freud have correlated early-childhood experiences
with mental health in adulthood; but only in the last half century has play been
included as one these formative childhood experiences and a factor in healthy
development (Erikson 1963; Piaget 1962; Vygotsky 1986). British psychoanalyst
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D. W. Winnicott (1972), in particular, offers a developmental model that not only
accounts for developmental differences but also proposes play as the principal
agent for shaping these differences.
In the last two decades, attachment theory has built on these insights and
become one of the most important conceptual frameworks for understanding
the formation of personality and mental health. Though, as originally formulated, the attachment model did not explicitly include play, a closer look reveals
that play, in fact, is central to the attachment relationship.
Formulated by the British psychoanalyst John Bowlby in his seminal book
Attachment and Loss (1982), attachment theory proposes that because of a child’s
dependence on others, an infant is born genetically programmed to seek proximity to its attachment figures (Bowlby 1973, 1980, 1982; Cassidy and Shaver 1999).
This is because, in addition to basic needs for food, warmth, and protection in
the first year of life, an infant relies on his primary care giver for the development
of functional capacities for social engagement, internal regulation, and coping
with stressors, especially those from the social environment. In an infant’s first
year, the attachment experience provides the foundation for the construction of
the nervous system, which lays the wiring for a child’s responsiveness throughout
life (Kehoe et al. 1996).

The First Year—Attuned Play
From the moment of an infant’s birth, she reaches out to engage with her environment. For the first eight weeks, these interactions consist of simple movements, smell, taste, and touch. By the second month, however, a milestone
of development occurs in a baby’s visual cortex, making eye contact possible
(Yamada et al. 1997, 2000). With eye contact a child can register and respond
to facial expressions, opening up a whole range of emotions an infant and her
mother communicate to each other. “Goo-goos” and “ga-gas” ensue as a calland-response love song that often erupts into cascades of giggles.
While we might think of these intimate exchanges as merely delightful, as
ultimately frivolous byproducts of the mother-child bond, in reality they prove
the essence of attachment and a cornerstone for healthy development. Through
eye contact, attuned facial expressions, and melodic vocal tones, a mother and
her child’s emotions become synchronized in waves of calm and excitation.
Through these rhythms of stimulation and soothing, activation and deactiva-
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tion, a baby learns to regulate her emotions, trust her environment, develop
her capacity for social engagement, and cultivate the strategies for coping with
novelty and stress inherent in human interactions and life (Schore 2001).
Whereas Bowlby originally understood affect regulation—the ability
to monitor, evaluate, and modify emotional reactions—to include only the
reduction of emotional intensity through calming and soothing, research now
indicates that affect regulation also involves intensifications of positive emotion and that this excitation becomes a condition necessary for more complex
neurological self-organization (Schore 1994). So, while soothing is essential
and helps an infant regulate responses to stressful states, stimulation is equally
important. When an infant is happy, all the reward circuits in the brain light up
(Mobbs et al. 2003). These reward circuits release pleasurable neurotransmitters like dopamine, which facilitate the establishment and consolidation of new
neuronal pathways. A growing amount of research indicates that dopamine has
a direct effect on the development of creativity and memory (Inzelberg 2013;
Sawaguch and Goldman-Rakic 1991, De Dreu, Baas, and Nijstad 2008; Ashby,
Isen, and Turken 1999).
Freedom to play without inhibition or constriction is a key ingredient
for joy, interest, passion, and vitality later in life. (Marks-Tarlow 2012; Fredrickson 2001; Panksepp 2004). As psychologist Alan Schore put it, play creates
a “positively-charged curiosity that fuels the burgeoning self ’s exploration of
novel socio-emotional and physical environments” (Schore 1994, 50). In other
words, the pleasure engendered by attuned play in the first year of life provides
a foundation for life to be joyful (Schore 1994) while fostering a natural drive
for more play and the impulse to explore.

The Second Year—Exploratory Play
Bowlby tells us that, with adequate attachment security, by the second year of life,
a baby’s innate drive to interact with his environment starts to extend beyond his
mother. An infant starts to leave the safety of his mother to explore new objects
and people. Bowlby proposed that exploration behavior is part of an interlocking
system with attachment behavior, elicited by novel or complex stimuli. It begins
when a youngster orients himself to new features of the environment, whether
they are activities, objects, or individuals. A toddler then moves toward the
new stimuli and engages it. By manipulating unfamiliar objects and interacting
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with strangers, a toddler develops new somatosensory awareness as well as new
cognitive abilities and categories (Bowlby 1982; Gibson 1988). This exploratory
play is the basis for learning, goal pursuit, and growth (Feeney 2004; Feeney and
Thrush 2010).
Yet, as essential as exploration is to a child’s development, an infant’s
attachment needs are primary. Without a mother’s supportive presence, an
infant cannot internalize a secure base from which to explore the world. Healthy
exploration occurs to the extent that a mother is available when needed and
the attachment bond is secure. The varying degrees of attachment security that
infants experience and the resulting differences in exploratory behavior reveal
the first signs of developmental differences among individuals. Researchers
have found that these differences fall into four categories based on the degree
of attachment security: secure attachment, avoidant attachment, anxious or
ambivalent attachment, and disorganized attachment (Ainsworth et al. 1978;
Main and Solomon 1986). Understanding these attachment styles reveals the
importance of attuned play as the cornerstone for healthy attachment and the
basis for exploratory play.
A secure style develops when a care giver remains consistently available,
affectionate, and responsive, resulting in a more trusting and sociable child.
Securely attached babies feel confident to explore the world. They display a balance of attachment and exploratory behaviors appropriate to the circumstances.
An anxious-ambivalent style develops when a care giver fails to be consistently available, resulting in a more anxious, insecure, and clinging child.
Anxiously attached infants become preoccupied with their mothers’ availability,
which inhibits or precludes exploration (Ainsworth et al. 1978; Bartholomew
and Horowitz 1991).
An avoidant style develops when a care giver becomes either cool and
unresponsive or overtly hostile, resulting in a child who is more emotionally
distant, independent, and cautious about expressing affection. Avoidant-attached
babies engage in exploratory behaviors at the expense of attachment behaviors,
but their exploration is devoid of the joy and interest inherent in nonanxious
exploration (Ainsworth et al. 1978). These infants show sustained elevated heart
rates during exploration, indicating that they are experiencing stress caused by
the lack of attachment security (Sroufe and Waters 1977).
A disorganized or dissociated style develops when a care giver becomes
violent toward the youngster, placing the child in a situation of being dependent
on the very person who is threatening his life. Disorganized-attached infants
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do not know how to react to their care givers. They may occasionally resist
attachment figures or become confused or frightened by them. Overall, they
have difficulty functioning in an organized, coherent manner, and their ability
to explore is severely crippled (Carlson 1998; Liotti 1992; Main and Morgan
1996; Ogawa et al. 1997).
Research on developmental trauma provides a deeper understanding of
how complex neurochemistry, which relies on specific developmental timetables,
becomes derailed depending on the attachment experience (Schore 1994). Findings from longitudinal attachment studies have shown that when infants satisfy
the developmental need for attachment security, they enjoy many significant
lifelong benefits including emotional flexibility, social functioning, and cognitive skill. Some studies suggest that secure attachment also promotes resiliency
(Schore 1994), while insecure attachment causes emotional rigidity resulting in
serious lifelong mental- and physical-health problems (Cassidy and Shaver 1999)
including a tendency toward social disfunction, attention impairments, reduced
empathy, trouble understanding the minds of others, and a lack of coping skills
(Liu et al. 1997; Rosenblum et al. 1994).
Researchers have found evidence that attachment histories have an impact
on adult exploratory behavior. Adults with a secure attachment history show
an increased appetite for exploration relative to insecurely attached peers.
Because securely attached individuals have more curiosity (Aspelmeier and
Kerns 2003; Mikulincer 1997), their explorations take varied forms including
thrill seeking (Carnelley and Ruscher 2000) and social, environmental, and
intellectual adventuring (Green and Campbell 2000). They also exhibit cognitive openness (Mikulincer 1997; Mikulincer and Arad 1999), and what some
researchers call overall approach behavior (the movement toward something)
(Elliot and Reis 2003).
Researchers found that adults with insecure attachment styles display a significantly lower propensity for exploration-related activities, and these activities
take on distinct characteristics depending on the individual’s attachment style.
As we might expect, anxious attachment correlates highly with reduced environmental exploration. These individuals report needing close contact with and
support from others before they will engage in exploration (Martin, Paetzold,
and Rholes 2010). Avoidant attachment correlates with reduced social exploration. These individuals report that they explore in part to maintain freedom
from others (Rholes, Paetzold, and Friedman 2008). Secure attachment allows
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adults to engage in greater social, intellectual, and environmental exploration
overall (Green and Campbell 2000). In other words, attuned social play in the
first year of life encourages exploratory play throughout adulthood.

Play and Development
Knowing that attuned play makes exploratory play possible, we can better understand how infant play helps develop the brain function that leads to increasingly
complex play. By removing the neocortices (the more complex, later-to-develop
center for language and higher cognition) of rats and studying their play behavior
(Panksepp 1998), scientists have found that complex forms of play have their roots
in the more primitive brain centers. The rats without neocortices, it turned out,
played more exuberantly than those whose neocortices and cognitive functions
remained intact. While play has nonverbal, affective roots and does not require
cognition, eventually, it makes very good use of cognition throughout life.
The renowned Swiss psychologist Jean Piaget provides us with an enduring
model of how play builds on its subcortical roots, increasing in complexity as
a child develops. Briefly, in Piaget’s model an infant starts with early sensorymotor play leading to mastery play, symbolic play, and, finally, to games with rules.
These stages reflect increasing complexity as the neocortex and left brain bring
competencies of language, logic, narrative, and conceptual self-awareness to the
right-brain foundation of affective processes and embodied self-awareness set in
place by the early attachment system built on the primal subcortical roots of play.
British psychologist Sara Smilansky (1990) builds on Piaget’s models to
show how play continues to develop beyond the individual realm into social
realms. According to Smilansky, exploratory play leads to constructive play, a
more active somatically based engagement with the world. This leads, in turn,
to sociodramatic play, a more complex form of dramatic play with implicit
rules and multiple players organized around a common play theme; to games
with rules, the most highly organized form of cooperative play, characterized by
explicitly defined rules. (Marks-Tarlow 2012). According to Smilansky’s model,
social connection is primary to the life and play of a developing child. This connection, starting with attuned play, enables the child to develop autonomy first
expressed in exploratory play and then to move back toward social connection
with a greater level of complexity.
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Two Branches of Play
In this model, attuned and exploratory play are prototypical of primary, irreducible play categories that extend throughout life and that characterize animals
who rely on attachment bonds for their development.
Attachment theory points to human development beginning with two
irreducible forms of play: attuned and exploratory. Play theorists, however, generally group play into three irreducible categories: solitary locomotor-rotational
play, object play, and social play (Fagen 1981). Briefly, solitary play is primarily
kinesthetic and takes place alone; object play can be social or solitary (Tanner
and Byrne 2010) and involves the manipulation of inanimate objects; and social
play involves two or more players (Burghardt and Lewis Graham 2010).
How, then, do these three play categories map onto the two categories
of attuned and exploratory play provided by the attachment framework? It is
both simpler and more complicated than it appears. Attuned play might seem
the quintessential example of social play. But social play requires a self and an
“other.” Since attuned play occurs before the infant forms an identity or a sense
of an other, attuned play may be more accurately described as protosocial play.
Object play maps easily onto exploratory play, which can be social, solitary, or
object play. Sensory locomotor play might be considered the aspect of exploratory play that explores physical sensations associated with different movements.
But because we find sensory locomotor play in animals that do not depend on
attachment and also at the beginning of Piaget’s developmental trajectory for
children, we might see it as the most primitive, subcortical expression of the play
impulse that prefigures the attachment relationship altogether.
So perhaps we should consider attuned play the protosocial play, one that
leads to myriad forms of more complex social play including rough-and-tumble
play, joking, mimetic play, agonistic play, social games, team sports, contests,
festivals, celebrations, and ritual. We might also consider the first steps of a
toddler’s exploratory play to be the protoexploration that leads to increasing
complexity in physical expression (sports, dance, and similar activities), the arts
and sciences, adventure, performance, experimentation, hobbies, risky or deep
play, vertiginous play, games of chance, and personal growth as a whole, or the
“play of the self ” (Callois 1961, Sutton-Smith 1997).
Just as attachment and exploratory behavior are interlocking systems in
attachment theory (with attachment as primary), attuned play factors primarily
in making exploratory play possible. Positive psychologist Barbara Frederickson
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(1998) explores the dynamic through which the positive emotion that arises
from attuned play activates and enhances exploratory play in the broaden and
build theory. She observes how positive emotions create feedback that helps individuals broaden their experiences and build their repertoires of behavior. Indeed,
broadening and building is central to exploratory play, which engenders novel
and varied thoughts and actions in what Frederickson called an upward spiral
toward increasing well-being (Fredrickson and Joiner 2002). While the emotion
of joy has often been considered a result of play (Fredrickson 2001; Panksepp
2004), attuned play also produces a sense of love, interest, contentment, enjoyment, and curiosity. Such positive emotions engender in turn a sense of safety
and interest, which is a condition for exploratory play (Fredrickson 2001).
I should note that, during the first two years of life, play is essential but
not adequate for healthy development. As the brain continues to develop, play
remains necessary but not sufficient to nourish healthy neuronal growth. Studies
of animals extrapolated to humans show that rough-and-tumble play, in particular, serves a critical role in the development of social skills (Panksepp 2004;
Pellis and Pellis 2010). But all play experiences subsequent to the attuned play
of the attachment relationship reflect the patterns of this early conditioning,
in part because these patterns establish the child’s cognitive models for future
interactions. Cognitive models—the way we learn to see the world—are the
critical bridge for understanding how attachment styles translate into lifelong
predispositions and behavioral patterns.

Internal Working Models
The attachment patterns established in the first year of life turn into a kind of
cognitive “schema” that becomes neurologically “set” in the brain during the
first three years of life. If the schema finds enough reinforcement, it turns into
what Bowlby (1982) called a child’s internal working model. An internal working
model (IWM) is a generalization a child makes about the world that becomes
the unconscious interpretive filters through which she sees herself and others.
While Bowlby proposed that internal working models apply only to human
relationships, we can easily see how a child might extrapolate from the realm
of human relationships to view the larger world through the same lens. For the
newborn, the attachment relationship constitutes its total socio-environment,
and the larger world becomes an extension of this initial experience of the world.
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So a child’s IWM, based on the attachment relationship, would likely condition
its unconscious attitude about life as a whole.
Echoing this idea, Winnicott describes what he called the potential space
between subject and object—which a baby first experiences with a mother—as
expanding outward into ever-widening spheres. It builds continuity between
infancy and adulthood, between early attachment security and later “creative
living,” and between the action of individuals and the state of society as a whole.
Although Winnicott’s potential space and the socio-environment of the attachment relationship may not correlate exactly, both define an infant’s entire reality,
informing the basic features of the cognitive map she then uses to navigate the
wider world.

Spaces Between Mother and Infant
To describe the first potential space between mother and infant, Winnicott
(1971) uses the metaphor of a playground because the primary activity between
mother and child is play. He writes: “In the state of confidence that grows up
when a mother is able to do this difficult thing well (not if she is unable to do it),
the baby begins to enjoy experiences based on a ‘marriage’ of the omnipotence
of intrapsychic processes with the baby’s control of the actual. Confidence in
the mother makes an intermediate playground here, where the idea of magic
originates, since the baby does to some extent experience omnipotence. . . . I
call this a playground because play starts here. The playground is the potential
space between mother and the baby or joining mother and baby” (47).
In a healthy attachment relationship, this space indeed forms a playground,
but not every child enjoys this optimal situation. Less securely attached individuals do not experience the potential space as hospitable to play. Instead of having
an internal working model of the world as a playground, less securely attached
children see the world as more troublesome—their working models might be
characterized by different metaphors. Indeed, I introduce some metaphors to
convey a more vivid sense of the way each attachment style views and engages
the world.
World as playground. Securely attached children expect the world to
be friendly and adventures to be enriching. They have a basic sense that the world
is safe, which makes play possible. For these children, ambiguity and uncertainty
present excitement and stimulate exploration. They view strangers as potential
playmates and new environments as potential playgrounds.
World as proving ground. Anxiously attached children expect the
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world to provide only conditional and inconsistent support. This insecurity
causes anxiously attached children to feel they have to work to earn approval
or to defend against the need for it, or both. These children, not trusting themselves, need to test others and the world continually in an attempt to discover
who (and what) is trustworthy. Ambiguity and uncertainty threaten them and
stimulate their need for control. Strangers also pose a threat as arbiters of value
to be won over or as potential competitors for approval. These children might
be driven by a need for societal approval and strive to meet cultural standards
for success that do not ultimately provide happiness.
World as battleground. Avoidantly attached children expect the
world to be either hostile or indifferent. To these children, the world feels unwelcoming and unsafe. Ambiguity and uncertainty elicit from them either a phobic
or counterphobic response and prove a source of great stress. The high degree of
autonomy such children need prevents them from experiencing support from
others or the world. They retreat into small environments over which they can
feel some control.
World as prison. Disorganized attached children who view the world as
a prison face a life of difficulty. Because the world represents a perpetual threat
to them, the only way they can handle the life-or-death terror of existence itself
is either to dissociate from it or to react in eruptions of violence. In a prison,
all situations are ambiguous and uncertain, and the sense of pervasive threat
stimulates a disorganized fight, flight, or freeze response. These children avoid
other people because they are a constant threat.
Within each world view, exposure to ambiguous and uncertain situations
solicits specific predictable response patterns. These responses, in turn, tend to
solicit predictable responses from the environment. For example, if someone
expects a stranger to be friendly, she is likely to approach the stranger in a
friendly manner, soliciting a friendly response. On the other hand, if she sees a
stranger as a threat, she might behave defensively and provoke a hostile response,
turning potentially positive situations into threatening ones. A child’s world
view can be a self-fulfilling prophecy, creating tenaciously reinforcing feedback
loops with strong repercussions for long-term well-being. Those who perceive
the world as a playground have good reason to feel safe. They tend to solicit a
positive, supportive response from others. In addition, seeing the world as a playground does not lead a child to be overly trusting or unrealistically optimistic.
Instead, it enables a child to read subtle cues about intention accurately and to
sense real danger signals (Fonagy et al. 2002). It also gives a child the resources
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to respond to and recover from dangerous situations when they occur. Recent
research confirms that when children approach an ambiguous activity—one
that is not obviously playful—as an opportunity to play, they show more signs
of emotional well-being than when they approach the same activity as not an
opportunity to play (Howard and McInnes 2012).
Because IWMs are formed before a baby develops conscious, explicit
memory functions, they remain implicit and unconscious. Children do not see
their own internal working models. They simply see the world through them.
They might layer other attitudes or perspectives on top of these views and influence their behavior, but under stress, the internal working models will exert the
strongest influence.
Researchers have proposed two models that make different predictions
about the long-term continuity of these cognitive models. One model assumes
that new experiences update, revise, and eventually replace existing representations. The second model makes the assumption that internal working
models are preserved (i.e., they are not overwritten) and these models continue to influence behavior throughout the life-span. Neither model has been
empirically proven (Fraley 2002). However, with an appreciation of the brain’s
neuroplasticity—its ability to change continually in response to new behaviors, environments, or neural processes—and with the compelling empirical
evidence of the benefits of attachment-based clinical therapies (Johnson 2008;
Tatkin 2011), we might deduce that internal working models do change with
experience and can be altered.
Because I suggest in this article that playfulness is not a personality trait
or a temporary state, but a characteristic of healthy development and wellbeing, I propose that the lucky child might have a chance to develop into a
playful adult regardless of her personality. As I explore in the next section,
scholarly literature shows strong correlations between characteristics of playfulness and qualities like flexibility, spontaneity, and sociability that develop
from secure attachment (Lieberman 1965, 1966, 1977; Barnett and Kleiber
1982, 1984). We might then deduce that secure attachment helps determine
the happiness set point and degree of sociability so critical to our well-being
(Fredrickson 2001).
Even so, I should emphasize that secure attachment does not guarantee
lifelong playfulness or well-being. The vicissitudes of life continue to shape
personal development, and traumas that occur later in life can diminish the
security generated in the first few years of a child’s life. In addition, attuned
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play is a necessary but not sufficient condition of secure attachment and subsequent playfulness. If a mother does not also provide reliable soothing, no
amount of play will provide a child with the sense of security needed for a
lifetime of play.

Playfulness
While playfulness is as old as play, scientific inquiry about it is relatively new.
Most scholars agree that playfulness (like the happiness set point) is a personality predisposition that makes the individual more likely to engage a situation
or environment to make it more enjoyable or entertaining (Barnett 1990 2007;
Glynn and Webster 1992; Schaefer 1993; Trevlas et al. 2003).
Most research on playfulness focuses on children. Play researchers generally
conceptualize playful children as having five personality traits: physical spontaneity, cognitive spontaneity, social spontaneity, sense of humor, and manifest
joy (Lieberman 1965, 1966, 1977; Barnett and Kleiber 1982, 1984). Glynn and
Webster (1992) uncovered five similar features that constitute adult playfulness.
According to them, playful adults are spontaneous, expressive, fun, creative, and
silly. The similarity in playfulness factors for children and adults suggests that
playfulness remains, in many ways, consistent across age.
According to the literature, playfulness correlates with a number of psychological and physiological benefits, including nonlinear, divergent thinking,
problem solving, physical activity, emotional regulation, and imagination (Barnett
1985, 1991; Barnett and Kleiber 1982; Brockman, Jago, and Fox 2011; Christiano
and Russ 1996; Elias and Berk 2002; Lieberman 1965, 1977; Singer, Singer, and
Sherrod 1980; Vandenberg 1980). The benefits of playfulness in adults overlaps in
many ways with those for children, including enhanced creativity, humor, motivation, and positive affect (Amabile et al. 1994; Barnett 2007, 2011–2012; Glynn
and Webster 1992, 1993; Guitard, Ferland, and Dutil 2005; Peterson and Seligman
2004; Tegano 1990). In addition, playfulness predicts numerous health benefits in
both children and adults. Research shows that playful adults live an average of ten
years longer than their less playful peers (Diener and Chan 2011; Lindstrom et al.
2005; Singh-Manoux, Richards, and Marmot 2003; Son et al. 2007).
Perhaps most significant of the benefits conferred by a playful approach to
life is its relationship to stress reduction and coping strategies in adults (Barnett
and Magnuson 2011; Hutchinson et al. 2007). Research has found extraversion,
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or outgoing, sociable tendencies, significantly predicts playfulness in adults (Barnett 2011–2012) and extraverted individuals report substantially lower levels of
perceived stress (Barnett 2007; Burgess, Irvine, and Wallmahmed 2010; Ebstrup
et al. 2011). Recent research also shows a more direct correlation between playfulness and stress reduction in that playful people find fewer situations stressful
and more readily use the coping strategies they have than less playful people
(Magnuson 2011).
We can see how these benefits might result from the strong correlation
between playfulness and a high happiness set point and strong networks of
social support—the two key ingredients for well-being identified by positive
psychologists.
What, then, causes playfulness? While some researchers regard playfulness
as a temporary state of mind, much of the recent research focuses on empirically
testing the claim that playfulness is a personality trait that is stable across time
(Webster and Martocchio 1992; Yager et al. 1997). These findings offer little
discussion about what might be done to cultivate or restore playfulness. According to this perspective, one would have to be born with a playful personality to
enjoy the enormous advantages it confers.

A Playful Species
The possibility that playfulness might instead be the normal result of healthy
development and not a stroke of temperamental good fortune correlates with
the notion that humans are, after all, Homo ludens, an inherently playful species.
The cultural historian Johan Huizinga (1955) coined this phrase after observing that play constitutes the primary formative element in human culture. That
humans remain playful through the life-span, thereby creating elaborate cultures,
ingenious inventions, and exquisite artistic expressions, might indicate that playfulness is not the special distinction of a lucky few but every human’s birthright.
Humans are a uniquely playful species, and our playfulness has provided enormous evolutionary advantages at the species level making us more adaptable,
flexible, and inventive. In spite of our relatively weak physical stature, humans
have become the dominant species on the planet due in large part to our playfulness. It is not surprising then, that playfulness would be just as advantageous at
the personal level. Many evolutionary biologists believe that our playfulness is
the result of the evolutionary feature called neoteny, the slowing of development
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that extends childhood traits through adulthood (Gould 1977; Montagu 1981).
These scientists claim that for the same reason that we are born helpless
and remain hairless (for the most part) our whole life, we can also retain the
playfulness of childhood. Thus, healthy adults are individuals who live up to
their species’ potential by retaining the childhood qualities of “open-mindedness,
receptivity to new ideas, malleability, questing, striving, questioning, seeking,
critical testing and weighing of new ideas as well as old ones: wide-eyed curiosity
and excitement in the enjoyment of new experiences, the willingness to work
hard, together with a sense of humor and laughter” (Montagu 1981, 70). Being
unplayful (i.e., humorless, morose, or perpetually grave) is not a sign of maturity, it is a symptom of what the British anthropologist Ashley Montagu called
“psychosclerosis,” the hardening of the psyche. Montague argues that retaining
a flexible psyche and playful qualities represents healthy development.
In contrast to constructs of playfulness as a personality trait or a temporary attitude or approach, we might consider it our original design. Winnicott
associated playfulness with the notion of a True Self, a sense of self based on
spontaneous authentic experience, a sense of “all-out personal aliveness” or
“feeling real.” In contrast, he saw the False Self as a way of presenting a “polite
and mannered attitude” in public but which could lead to a sense of feeling
“empty, dead, or phony” (Winnicott 1965). According to Winnicott, the False
Self is necessary to healthy social functioning at a fairly superficial level, but the
more extreme False Self was a defense against an environment that felt unsafe
or overwhelming because of a lack of reasonably attuned care giving during
infancy. For Winnicott, the True Self is the creative self, which is playful and
which develops only through adequate holding and attunement in infancy. We
might then see this playful True Self to be our original design, the potential
for a neotenous species and a state of optimal functioning both made possible
through play and an expression of playfulness.
Most important for the future of our well-being, however, is the insight
that even if an individual did not benefit from the conditions conducive to the
fulfillment of her playful potential, she is not condemned to live a diminished,
fear-based life in a proving ground, battleground, or prison. In the same way that
genes interact with experience in the first years of life to foster playfulness, the
possibility of restoring and cultivating playfulness is also a function of experience. Thus, we can stay true to our original design, restore our True Self, and
develop a sense of playfulness in spite of developmental traumas. And one of
the keys might very well be more play.
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Cultivating Playfulness
One of the gifts of neoteny is the brain’s lifelong synaptic plasticity. This means
that while the brain is shaped by experience, it can also be reshaped by experience. When neurons fire together, they form new neural networks; in other
words “neurons that fire together wire together” (Hebb 1961). Therefore, we
can change our set points and behavioral grooves simply by repeating experiences. Interestingly, the very neuroplasticity that enables us to recover from
developmental traumas is itself a product of play—since play is known to produce neurotrophins, such as brain derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF). These
are molecules that support neuron development, survival, and neuroplasticity
(Hua and Smith 2004; Lauder 1993; Poo 2001). Not only does early play make
our neurophysiology more flexible, but continuous play makes our cognitive,
emotional, and somatic functioning more flexible.

Restoring Attachment Play
Because a child’s inherent playfulness is either fostered or inhibited during the
attachment experience in the first year of life, restoring playfulness might require
repairing attachment ruptures and healing developmental trauma. One of the
most hopeful notes in attachment theory suggests that attachment behaviors
are innate and cannot be permanently damaged (Roisman et al. 2003). With
the right intervention, even the most insecurely attached individual can restore
healthy innate attachment behaviors, “earning” secure attachment and thus
potentially unleashing the individual’s inherent, in-born playfulness. In other
words, “earned secure” attachment (Collins, 2007) can result from therapy. We
might assume that the more insecure the child’s attachment experience happens
to be, the deeper, more deliberate, and extended the reparative process might
have to be, bringing us into the domain of clinical therapies. Where, then, does
play fit?
According to Winnicott, psychotherapy itself is a highly developed form of
“playing in the service of communication with oneself and others” (1972, 41).
Winnicott sees the role of the therapist explicitly as to “bring the patient from
a state of not being able to play into a state of being able to play” through play
itself (1972, 38). As first articulated by the seminal work of Huizinga (1955), play
theorists generally agree that, like therapy, play necessarily exists in a specially
prescribed space that is separate from ordinary life and free of long-term consequences. Based on our understanding of insecure attachment, we might assume
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that—for those with insecure attachment histories—play with clear structure
and low consequences is more inviting because such people would perceive this
play to be safer than other, unstructured forms of play. Like therapy, play makes
it possible to break out of habitual behavior patterns and try something different, opening the door for real growth and learning. Because internal working
models can insidiously diminish the sense of possibility for a child, establishing a
special space removed from ordinary life with special rules and boundaries might
frame it as a world outside the world, a reality in which the internal working
model might not apply, making the new perceptions, behaviors, and corrective
experiences that contradict the model possible. So we might find that not only
are the most effective therapies for healing attachment trauma play based but
that some types of play outside of the clinical setting can be effective as well.

Play Therapies
Clinical psychologists working with attachment wounds propose that healing
attachment traumas at this level requires “corrective” experiences within an
attachment relationship, whether with a therapist or with a romantic partner
(Johnson 2002). In this case, establishing safety through intimate empathic
attunement is the critical first step.
Therapies for children almost universally incorporate play because the
play drive is so strong in children, it can be considered the natural language of
childhood. In addition, play activities can accomplish many therapeutic goals
(social, emotional, somatosensory) simultaneously while providing the dopamine reward experienced as good fun. Play-based therapies for children with
social challenges have yielded remarkable results especially in children on the
autism spectrum. For example, researchers have found that parents of children
with autism can, by simply joining their children on the floor and playing with
them on their own terms, generate measurable improvements in their children’s
capacity for social engagement—an approach called floor-play therapy (Casenhiser, Shanker, and Stieben 2012).
Winnicott proposed an even more encompassing notion of play as it relates
to therapy, claiming that all therapies are a form of play: “Psychotherapy takes
place in the overlap of two areas of playing, that of the patient and that of the
therapist. Psychotherapy has to do with two people playing together. The corollary of this is that where playing is not possible, the work done by the therapist
is directed towards bringing the patient from a state of not being able to play
into a state of being able to play” (1971, 44). Building on Winnicott, psychologist
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Terry Marks-Tarlow suggests that play is a “central part of the repertoire for clinical intuition” (Marks-Tarlow 2012) and so is intrinsic to therapies for all ages.
Beyond Winnicott and Marks-Tarlow’s notion of therapy as implicit play,
there are numerous, explicit, play-based therapies for adults including expressive
arts therapies and drama therapies. Although there is a strong theoretical basis
for the hypothesis that safety and established play-based therapies can be as
effective with adults as they are with children, I have not yet found approaches
that explicitly incorporate restorative, attuned play in attachment-based interventions for adults.
Because the developmental trauma occurred in relation to play at the deep
level of the emotion-based Limbic brain, effective therapies at any age might
require the same basic approach that engages the primary experience of joy.
Neuroscientist Jaak Panksepp (2004) suggests that approaches that attempt to
heal the attachment wound using cognitive functions at the level of the neocortex only “dampen the psychological pain coming from deep down.” More
effective approaches begin with the primary direct experience of joy to amplify
our “eagerness to live” (Weintraub 2012). These approaches might necessarily
incorporate play since the emotional operating system Panksepp determined in
his extensive research in affective neuroscience operates with joy.
The key to play and well-being at any age is a basic sense of safety. As
attachment theory illustrates, individuals instinctually play to the extent that
they have internalized a secure base from their attachment bond. Safety is
equally important for any process of healing and growth. The presence of
play signals the fact that safety is present (Marks-Tarlow 2012). Therapeutic play in particular can generate a sense of safety that supports the healing process toward more play. As Porges suggests: “Safety is functionally our
transformative state, and neural exercises of this safe state, like play, enable
the social engagement system to work. When we feel safe, we have access to
neural circuits that enable us to be social and happy and playful. In this framing, play literally becomes a functional therapeutic model that exercises the
neural regulation of the face, creating a sense of safety, playfulness, and joy!”
(Porges and Buczynski 2011).
This play might both help establish and restore playfulness throughout life.
Still, the attuned connection is primary. Play that is not attuned is not only less
fun but might even exacerbate attachment insecurity and so inhibit the healing
process (Jernberg 1979).
During the attuned play of the attachment relationship, the interactions
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between mother and child occur in large part between the nonverbal right brain
of each. The right brain is dominant in infants, and right brain structures suffer
underdevelopment, damage, or distortion in children with insecure attachment
histories (Schore 2003). While play engages many regions of the brain, not all
play engages the nonverbal right brain. For play to help heal developmental
trauma, it must engage the right brain where the original wounding occurred.
As psychologist Alan Schore tells us, the reality of the right brain’s world is
derived from information about the emotional states of others (Schore 2003).
All the signals of emotional attunement are pure nourishment for the right
hemisphere both during early development as well as in adult life. Right brain
communication consists primarily of touch, facial expression, changes of tone
of voice, rhythmic movement of various kinds, and music (Schore 2003).

Therapeutic Play for Adults
I am not aware of any research on the effects of attuned, right-brain dominant
play on adults either within or outside the therapeutic setting, but we might
hypothesize that any attuned right-brained to right-brained play would have
considerable beneficial effects. This kind of play might include activities ranging
from dancing to improvisational theater to musical improvisation.
One particular example might be tango dancing, with its heart to heart
embrace, rhythms, kinesthetic attunement, and a balance of structure and
improvisation to provide safety and personal expression. In fact, research at
the International Association of Tango Therapy suggests numerous benefits of
its brand of therapy for adults (Trossero 2006). The research indicates that the
peculiarity of the tango embrace, which resembles the caring arms of the mother,
can be particularly helpful when dealing with trauma. In addition, the subtle
caresses and contact in the dance increase oxytocin levels, the pleasurable “love”
hormone generated by emotional connection, particularly during childbirth and
nursing. This lowers blood pressure and dilates the arteries. These characteristics
alone produce a positive mental state, which researchers claim fights anxiety and
stress (Peidro and Comasco 2007). Because of these characteristics, tango has
been used as adjunct therapy in the treatment of several psychological disorders
such as social phobia, depression, and even schizophrenia (Trossero 2006). Generally, dancers have found the tango aids all kinds of relational problems and
helps couples and adolescents suffering from addictions or mental disorders.
While there is no empirical evidence for tango affecting attachment trauma, it
warrants further study.
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American neuroscientist Richard Davidson has also made many interesting discoveries about how specified activities have salient neurological effects
indicating an increase in well-being. For example, he found that spending ten
minutes each day compiling a gratitude list generates significant, measurable
benefits in the brain (Davidson 2002). Repeating these types of experiences
not only elevates the state of mind temporarily but also transforms the brain to
create stabilized personality traits or developmental stages. So what begins as a
momentary experience of joy, might be stabilized through repetition as both a
high happiness set point and the trait of playfulness. This, too, could be a very
interesting direction for future research.
If an individual cannot change his emotional state alone, keeping playful
company has also been shown to increase playfulness. Laboratory research indicates that rats that exhibit less playfulness due to environmental stressors become
more playful simply by being with other less stressed, more playful rats faster
than when in the company of equally stressed rats (Siviy and Panksepp 1987).
Likewise, individuals might also become more playful simply by surrounding
themselves with more relaxed, playful creatures of any species.
Not just playful individuals but supportive relationships in general can
increase playfulness by providing a secure base for exploratory play. In a recent
study conducted at Carnegie Mellon University, couples provided their partners with three components of a secure base. These included: availability, noninterference, and encouragement. Each component did in fact lead to immediate
increases in exploration, however encouragement had significantly higher impact
than the other two. In fact, giving an individual encouragement both to initiate
and to continue exploration is expected to be a very strong predictor not just
of immediate exploratory play, but also of the player’s likelihood to explore in
the future (Feeney and Thrush 2010).
It is also possible to create new attachment bonds at any time of life. Each
attachment relationship has the possibility of influencing the child’s IWM for
better or worse and can be a powerful agent for restoring healthy attachment.
Research shows that social play, with its shared joy, excitement, and laughter, is
a catalyst for building lasting social bonds and positive attachments (Aron et al.
2000; Lee 1983; Simons, McCluskey-Fawcett, and Papini 1986).
This list surveys ways in which play can restore and cultivate playfulness.
Through play-based therapies and by playing more in general—particularly
with attuned play—keeping playful company, and receiving encouragement to
play, individuals might play their way toward increasing playfulness. As effective
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as deeper approaches to restoring playfulness might be, the power of regular
doses of simple, socially engaged fun cannot be overestimated and the more
integrative physically, emotionally, and cognitively, the better. Given the potential benefits to well-being, this area of study would be an important direction
for future research.

Conclusion
Beginning in the first year of life, play becomes an infant’s primary mode for
engaging with others and with the world, setting the bar for interactions with
the world to be as pleasurable as play throughout the life-span. Attuned play
encourages a child to grow up to be a playful adult who experiences life as a
playground. This is not only an expression of healthy development, it is also
an inherent characteristic of Homo sapiens. Unfortunately, not every child is
so lucky. According to the original research on attachment styles conducted
by psychologist Mary Ainsworth, up to 50 percent of individuals do not have
secure attachment experiences (Ainsworth et al. 1978). Without attachment
security, these children are much more likely to grow up seeing the world as
a proving ground, a battleground, or a prison. These world views can become
self-fulfilling prophecies, establishing feedback loops that engender the world
the child expects.
The real world, in any case, is often a politically violent and economically
insecure place—anything but a playground. Is it possible that the condition of
our world both reflects and reinforces a prevailing degree of attachment insecurity (Gray 2011)? If so, the greatest hope for interrupting this dangerous feedback
loop is to support and restore a basic sense of security generated, reflected, and
reinforced by attuned play.
Not only does play provide critical resources for dealing with stress and
engendering well-being as adults, but repeated play can also rewire the brain,
establishing and reinforcing the neural pathways that lead to the development
of playfulness. It is never too late to establish the conditions for subjective wellbeing, which include a high happiness set point and a supportive network of
friends. Because our survival depends less on the latest technological advances
than on emotional regulation and our close, supportive relationships with each
other, playing together might be the most radical and effective step we can take
toward a higher happiness set point for the world.
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